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winner of the us national book award 2012 a powerful
novel new york times an extraordinary engrossing novel
which should live long in the memory independent on
sunday one sunday in the spring of 1988 a woman living
on a reservation in north dakota is attacked the
details of the crime are slow to surface because
geraldine coutts is traumatized and reluctant to relive
or reveal what happened either to the police or to her
husband and thirteen year old son joe as geraldine
slips into an abyss of solitude young joe finds himself
thrust prematurely into an adult world for which he is
ill prepared while his father a tribal judge endeavors
to wrest justice from a situation that defies his
efforts joe becomes frustrated with the official
investigation and sets out with his trusted friends
cappy zack and angus to find some answers of his own
the round house is a page turning masterpiece at once a
powerful coming of age story a mystery and a tender
novel of family history and culture by one of the most
revered novelists of our time for readers of katherine
center and kristan higgins an immersive soul nourishing
novel that dares to hold onto hope when happily ever
after seems lost full of character wit and wisdom
goodbye lark lovejoy explores second chances and the
power of connection lark s lost her husband and the
expiration date has come and gone on her fake it till
you make it happy mommy show healing her broken family
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requires drastic measures like returning to her
hometown in the texas hill country but she s going to
need more than clean air and a pastoral landscape to
rebuild a life for her and her young sons after years
of putting off her dream of becoming a winemaker lark
puts every cent into a failing vineyard determined to
work through her grief and make a brighter future for
her children the last thing she expects is to fall in
love again especially not with wyatt gifford an injured
army vet with a past of his own to conquer coming home
may not be the reset lark imagined but it does take her
on a journey filled with humor and reconciliation one
that prepares her for a courageous comeback reviews
originally appeared in the chicago sun times the only
film critic to win the pulitzer prize roger ebert
collects his reviews from the last 30 months in roger
ebert s movie yearbook 2012 forbes magazine described
ebert as the most powerful pundit in america in january
2011 he and his wife chaz launched ebert presents at
the movies a weekly public television program in the
tradition that he and gene siskel began 35 years
earlier since 1986 each edition of roger ebert s movie
yearbook has presented full length movie reviews with
interviews essays tributes journal entries and
questions for the movie answer man and new entries in
his popular movie glossary inside roger ebert s movie
yearbook 2012 readers can expect to find every movie
review ebert has written from january 2009 to july 2011
including the social network waiting for superman
inception the king s speech my dog tulip the human
centipede and more also included in the yearbook are in
depth interviews with newsmakers and celebrities such
as john waters and justin timberlake memorial tributes
to those in the film industry who have passed away such
as blake edwards tony curtis and arthur penn essays on
the oscars and reports from the cannes and toronto film
festivals split screen nation traces an oppositional
dynamic between the screen west and the screen south
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that was unstable and dramatically shifting in the
decades after wwii and has marked popular ways of
imagining the u s ever since if this dynamic became
vivid in quentin tarantino s django unchained 2012
itself arguably a belated response to easy rider 1969
this book helps us understand those films and much more
through an eclectic history of u s screen media from
the postwar era it deftly analyzes not only hollywood
films and television but also educational and corporate
films amateur films aka home movies and military and
civil defense films featuring tests of the atomic bomb
in the desert attentive to sometimes profoundly
different contexts of production and consumption
shaping its varied examples split screen nation argues
that in the face of the cold war and the civil rights
struggle an implicit sometimes explicit opposition
between the screen west and the screen south
nonetheless mediated the nation s most paradoxical
narratives namely land of the free land of slavery
conquest and segregation whereas confronting such
contradictions head on could capsize cohesive
conceptions of the u s by now familiar screen forms of
the west and the south split them apart to offer
convenient discrete and consequential imaginary places
upon which to collectively project avowed aspirations
and dump troubling forms of national waste pinpointing
some of the most severe yet understudied postwar trends
fueling this dynamic including non theatrical film road
trips feature films adapted from tennessee williams and
atomic test films and mining their potential for more
complex ways of thinking and feeling the nation split
screen nation considers how the vernacular screen forms
at issue have helped shape how we imagine not only
america s past but also the limits and possibilities of
its present and future three fantastic books of classic
films are brought together in an exclusive ebook bind
up mary poppins harriet the spy and bugsy malone
descriptiontime whiled is the scathingly funny story of
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lark mcdougall an impoverished obsessive compulsive ne
er do well struggling with a crumbling psyche and
soulless jobs while he scrapes together money to go
home to his ailing father with dazzling fractured prose
author guy j jackson has created a charming anti hero
worthy of the holden caulfield pantheon and a literary
novel both brutal in its comedy and life affirming in
its humanity about the authorguy j jackson was born in
california and grew up in alaska eleven of his plays
were produced in chicago and two of his plays hello
goodbye hansel gretel and rumpelstiltskin revisited
have seen publication guy writes and performs short
stories and has released several spoken word cds
recently guy has taken to filmmaking and one of his
short movies my surprise cousin catherine was at the
south by southwest film festival time whiled is his
first novel he currently lives in london herbert
peppard the eternal man tells the true story of a 94
year old world war two veteran who was a member of the
first special service force which is also known as the
devil s brigade peppard grew up during the great
depression in truro nova scotia unable to afford books
for school he dropped out at age 16 to work at the
lumberyard but with hitler and the nazis terrorizing
europe he felt the call to join the army critical
moments of battle are interwoven with letters written
by peppard to his family and to greta the woman he
vowed to return to and marry many letters were written
from his hospital bed in naples where he spent six
months recovering after being shot the story follows
peppard after the war when he returned home to nova
scotia today peppard is living in the very home where
he was born he writes columns in the local paper walks
a mile every day and continues to inspire others lewis
burke frumkes one of america s very best satirists
sharpens his pen on the fads fears and fashions of the
urban landscape here are 49 hilarious ways to cope with
them explore the benefits of aerobic typing wile a
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friend with exotic gifts from harry and larry including
road imperial valium america s favorite tranquilizer
only better take charge of your next meeting with
frumkes s new rules of order which include blurting
interrupting and bullwhipping jump in the saddle and
rope a roach apartment style and of course raise your i
q with a delicious gifted child fricassee introduction
the way hollywood told it the frenzy of five fat years
interlude spring 1940 lessons from our town at twenty
five orson welles 1915 1985 directed co wrote and
starred in citizen kane widely considered the best film
ever made but welles was such a revolutionary filmmaker
that he found himself at odds with the hollywood studio
system his work was so far ahead of its time that he
never regained the wide popular following he had once
enjoyed as a young actor director on the radio
frustrated by hollywood and falling victim to the
postwar blacklist welles departed for a long european
exile but he kept making films functioning with the
creative freedom of an independent filmmaker before
that term became common and eventually preserving his
independence by funding virtually all his own projects
because he worked defiantly outside the system welles
has often been maligned as an errant genius who
squandered his early promise film critic joseph mcbride
who acted in welles s legendary unfinished film the
other side of the wind provocatively challenges
conventional wisdom about welles s supposed creative
decline mcbride is the first author to provide a
comprehensive examination of the films of welles s
artistically rich yet little known later period during
the 1970s and 80s welles was breaking new aesthetic
ground experimenting as adventurously as he had
throughout his career mcbride s friendship and
collaboration with welles and his interviews with those
who knew and worked with the director make what ever
happened to orson welles a portrait of rare intimacy
and insight reassessing welles s final period in the
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context of his entire life and work mcbride s revealing
portrait of this great film artist will change the
terms of how orson welles is regarded notes from the
dream house is a best of selection of reviews by the
celebrated observer film critic philip french spanning
half the history of cinema his reviews cover a great
variety of films from westerns and gangsters to art
movies and musicals the hits and the misses the good
the bad and the ugly french takes on films as disparate
as the gospel according to st matthew and ted the
remains of the day and caligula his reviews are
personal witty and sharply perceptive time and again he
reveals not only an encyclopaedic knowledge of cinema
but also an erudition an enthusiasm and a boundless
curiosity taken together they form an illuminating
commen tary on modern culture but above all they are a
distillation of one man s lifelong love of cinema a
worthy memorial to one of the most respected and
beloved of modern critics i am a 31 y o mother of 11
children and 10 grandchildren in which i love all very
much i do live in a small town in michigan i have been
a writer for 18 years and i am really looking forward
to having more come out soon you can contact me through
my publisher if you would like your book signed or to
comment on what you have read and they will make sure
that i receive your requests note to publisher please
put contact info here for them to get ahold of you then
you can contact me letting me know their requests
digital video cameras have become more affordable and
reliable than ever and with the help of former
television producer editor and cameraman colin barret
new owners of this hot technology can produce a
memorable video right at home barret offers the fruits
of his expertise in a thorough practical introduction
that covers it all in addition to advice on choosing a
camcorder and tips on getting the most out of its
features illustrated tutorials explain how to shoot
creatively and master techniques such as point of view
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close ups cutaway shots and effective lighting spice up
the sound by incorporating audio tracks and find out
how to create special effects there s even a detailed
description of how to set up a fully functional home
editing suite over half a million copies sold in the
shadow demons saga begin this epic journey against the
darkness with three free books grab book 4 shadow
demons for just 0 99 dark secrets hide within beautiful
demons harper madison isn t like other girls she has
extraordinary powers but her inability to control them
has gotten her kicked from so many foster homes she s
lost count shadowford home for girls is her last chance
and she hopes peachville high will be the fresh start
she needs but when evidence ties her to the gruesome
murder of a demons cheerleader harper discovers this
small town has a big secret inner demons harper madison
is willing to do whatever it takes to get answers about
the disappearance of her mother and about her own
strange powers even if it means joining the demons
cheerleading squad a secret training ground for witches
the training opens up a new world for harper it s a
world of beauty and magic beyond her wildest dreams but
it s also a world of sinister expectations a world
where every secret hides an even darker secret bitter
demons so far life in peachville has been tough for
harper she s survived attacks on her life learned how
to control her magic and met the most gorgeous guy with
an unbelievable secret after her latest stunt at
brighton hospital life has gotten even more complicated
the order of shadows is determined to tighten their
control on her life when a future prima from a nearby
demon gate comes to town she and harper decide to use
glamours to switch places at a party all harper wants
is to have a little fun but the night will end in blood
and harper will find out the attack was meant for her
continue the shadow demons saga book 4 shadow demons
book 5 rival demons book 6 demons forever book 7
emerald darkness book 8 forgotten darkness book 9
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beyond the darkness and don t miss the bonus novel a
demon s wrath this series was previously titled the
peachville high demons series tags free box set free
books free paranormal books free young adult paranormal
books free witches free series free book supernatural
mystery freebie free magic books keywords witches young
adult demons paranormal urban fantasy magic ya series
in 1970s italy after the decline of the spaghetti
western crime films became the most popular profitable
and controversial genre in a country plagued with
violence political tensions and armed struggle these
films managed to capture the anxiety and anger of the
times in their tales of tough cops ruthless criminals
and urban paranoia recent years have seen renewed
critical interest in the genre thanks in part to such
illustrious fans as quentin tarantino this book
examines all of the 220 crime films produced in italy
between 1968 and 1980 the period when the genre first
appeared and grew to its peak entries include a
complete cast and crew list home video releases a plot
summary and the author s own analysis excerpts from a
variety of sources are included academic texts
contemporary reviews and interviews with filmmakers
scriptwriters and actors there are many onset stills
and film posters how far will a mother go to save her
child ten years ago ruby leander was a drifting
nineteen year old who made a split second decision at
an oklahoma rest stop fast forward nine years ruby and
her daughter lark live in new mexico lark is a
precocious animal loving imp and ruby has built a
family for them with a wonderful community of friends
and her boyfriend of three years life is good until the
day ruby reads a magazine article about parents
searching for an infant kidnapped by car jackers then
ruby faces a choice no mother should have to make a
choice that will change both her and lark s lives
forever gerald linderman has created a seamless and
highly original social history authoritatively
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recapturing the full experience of combat in world war
ii drawing on letters and diaries memoirs and surveys
linderman explores how ordinary frontline american
soldiers prepared for battle related to one another
conceived of the enemy thought of home and reacted to
battle itself he argues that the grim logic of
protracted combat threatened soldiers not only with the
loss of limbs and lives but with growing isolation from
country and commanders and ultimately with
psychological disintegration the most trusted film
critic in america usa today roger ebert actually likes
movies it s a refreshing trait in a critic and not as
prevalent as you d expect mick lasalle san francisco
chronicle america s favorite movie critic assesses the
year s films from brokeback mountain to wallace and
gromit the curse of the were rabbit roger ebert s movie
yearbook 2007 is perfect for film aficionados the world
over roger ebert s movie yearbook 2007 includes every
review by ebert written in the 30 months from january
2004 through june 2006 about 650 in all also included
in the yearbook which is about 65 percent new every
year are interviews with newsmakers such as philip
seymour hoffman terrence howard stephen spielberg ang
lee and heath ledger nicolas cage and more all the new
questions and answers from his questions for the movie
answer man columns daily film festival coverage from
cannes toronto sundance and telluride essays on film
issues and tributes to actors and directors who died
during the year this is a true to life story of a
rebellious young girl who fell in love with a handsome
young man became pregnant and married at age 16 and who
wanted only to make a happy life in her own home sweet
home with her husband and children her life turns
upside down when her husband becomes seriously abusive
to her and her four children and she finds herself a
victim of not only him but of her own willfulness not
to be proven wrong and her willingness to sacrifice
even physical safety for the dream of a happy home the
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pain causes her to seek salvation through god and her
savior jesus christ she also finds the meaning of a
mysterious prophetic dream she had when in the midst of
her turmoil the fact that she eventually realizes her
dream of a home sweet home after many years of pain and
sorrow is living testimony to the power of god in human
life and the lessons of yielding to a higher power
share laughter shed a tear or two and enjoy the full
range of love adventure drama and emotion packed into
this choice selection of stories by tom lewis the
author of my king the president and the pea island gold
trilogy first published in 1994 the modern monologue is
a continuation of the previous collection the classical
monologue this starts at the dawn of the modern age in
1892 presenting a survey of indispensable speeches from
plays that continue to shape the course of modern
theatre the plays included in this collection also
happen to be the ones that have helped to define modern
acting in all its many guises modern playwrights such
as brecht genet beckett ionesco pinter shepard guare
nichols and churchill to name only a handful of the
dramatists represented here assume that a play and its
characters are malleable and shifting that mood swings
strangeness and sudden eruptions are key components of
modern theatre s compelling attraction central to the
guerilla film makers movie blueprint are flow charts
crystal clear diagrams detailing every single thing no
matter how small that needs to be done to make your
film this visual approach to the filmmaking process
ensures that new and established filmmakers get an
instant overview of each and every discipline backing
up the diagrams are copious notes humorous in tone yet
broad and deep in content wherever possible the text is
broken apart into box outs hot tips and sub diagrams
this book is entertaining irreverent and never less
than painfully practical the guerilla film makers movie
blueprint will have its own dedicated website where
readers can download the tools forms software and
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artwork detailed in the book jones s latest endeavor is
packed with over a decade s worth of experience know
how and insider tips a must read for every budding
filmmaker this smartly written stunning the boston
globe portrait of lady bird as the essential strategist
fundraiser barnstormer and ballast for her husband
lyndon offers a penetrating analysis of a marriage that
paired two complicated but devoted figures a coupling
that changed the face of america richmond times
dispatch marriage is the most underreported story in
political life yet it is often the key to its success
historian betty boyd caroli spent seven years exploring
the archives of the lbj library interviewing dozens of
people and mining never before released letters between
lady bird and lyndon the result redefines the first
lady as an iron fist in a white glove vanity fair and
helps explain how the talented but flawed lyndon baines
johnson ended up making history lady bird grew up the
daughter of a domineering father and a cultured but
fragile mother when a tall pushy texan named lyndon
showed up in her life they married within weeks with a
tacit agreement this highly gifted politician would
take her away and she would save him from his
weaknesses the conventional story goes that lyndon
married lady bird for her money and demeaned her by
flaunting his many affairs and that her legacy was
protecting the nation s wildflowers but caroli shows
that she was also the one who swooped in to make the
key call to a donor to keep the team united to campaign
in hostile territory and to jump start lyndon out of
his paralyzing dark moods in lady bird and lyndon
caroli restores lady bird to her rightful place in
history but she also tells a love story whose
compromises and edifying moments many women will
recognize diva thrilling and irreverent memoir about
the transformation of the advertising business from the
1980s to today divdiv divdivrichard kirshenbaum was
born to sell raised in a family of long island strivers
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this future advertising titan was just a few years old
when his grandfather first taught him that a cadillac
is more than a car and that if you can t have a
trinitron you might as well not watch tv he had no
connections when he came to madison avenue but he
possessed an outrageous sense of humor that would make
him a millionaire divdiv divdivin 1987 at the age of
twenty six richard put his savings on the line to
launch his own agency with partner jonathan bond and
within a year had transformed it from a no name firm
into the go to house for cutting edge work kirshenbaum
and bond pioneered guerilla marketing by purchasing ad
space on fruit spray painting slogans on the sidewalk
and hiring actors to order the hennessy martini in
nightclubs they were the bad boys of madison avenue a
firm where a skateboarding employee once bowled over an
important client but backed up their madness with
results divdiv divdivpacked with business insight
marketing wisdom and a cast of characters ranging from
princess diana to ed mcmahon this memoir is as bold as
breathtaking and as delightful as richard himself div
in the 1940s folks at bars and restaurants would gather
around a panoram movie machine to watch three minute
films called soundies precursors to today s music
videos this history was all but forgotten until the
digital era brought soundies to phones and computer
screens including a youtube clip starring a 102 year
old harlem dancer watching her younger self perform in
soundies in soundies and the changing image of black
americans on screen one dime at a time susan delson
takes a deeper look at these fascinating films by
focusing on the role of black performers in this little
known genre she highlights the women performers like
dorothy dandridge who helped shape soundies while
offering an intimate look at icons of the age such as
duke ellington and nat king cole using previously
unknown archival materials including letters corporate
memos and courtroom testimony to trace the precarious
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path of soundies delson presents an incisive pop
culture snapshot of race relations during and just
after world war ii perfect for readers interested in
film american history the world war ii era and black
entertainment history soundies and the changing image
of black americans on screen and its companion video
website susandelson com bring the important
contributions of these black artists into the spotlight
once again roger ebert s movie yearbook 2010 is the
ultimate source for movies movie reviews and much more
for nearly 25 years roger ebert s annual collection has
been recognized as the preeminent source for full
length critical movie reviews and his 2010 yearbook
does not disappoint the yearbook includes every review
ebert has written from january 2007 to july 2009 it
also includes interviews essays tributes and all new
questions and answers from his questions for the movie
answer man columns fans get a bonus feature too with
new entries to ebert s little movie glossary this is
the must have go to guide for movie fanatics beginning
with charlie chaplin s shoulder arms released in
america near the end of world war i the military comedy
film has been one of hollywood s most durable genres
this generously illustrated history examines over 225
army navy and marine related comedies produced between
1918 and 2009 including the abundance of laughspinners
released during world war ii in the wake of abbott and
costello s phenomenally successful buck privates 1941
and the many lighthearted service films of the
immediate postwar era among them mister roberts 1955
and no time for sergeants 1958 also included are
discussions of such subgenres as silent films the
general military academy farces brother rat women in
uniform private benjamin misfits making good stripes
anti war comedies mash and fact based films the men who
stare at goats a closing filmography is included in
this richly detailed volume from the author of tiktok
sensation pack up the moon comes a funny romantic and
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deeply moving novel about the unexpected rewards that
come from life s swerves lark smith is planning a
fairytale wedding to her high school sweetheart when in
the blink of an eye everything she s dreamed of is
suddenly gone that day lark decided the best way to
deal with loss was to prevent others from ever having
to five years later that goal of becoming a doctor the
best doctor is just within reach when without warning
she s fired now getting back on track means making a
deal with the devil well not exactly even if they do
call renowned surgeon lorenzo santini dr satan behind
his back he ll use his influence to get her back in the
program but first lark has to pose as his significant
other all summer his sister is getting married and he
doesn t want his 99 year old grandmother spending her
precious time worrying over his single state what lark
doesn t realize is she s already met lorenzo s brother
dante the firefighter who was there on lark s worst day
the brothers couldn t be more different which is
becoming a problem because the last thing lark wants is
to fall in love again while spinning white lies during
one unforgettable cape cod summer lark is exposed to
the truth when life throws you in the dark love friends
and family are there to help you look on the bright
side readers have fallen in love with kristan higgins
kristan higgins just gets better and better kristan
higgins had a wonderful way with words she is a great
storyteller higgins has become a favorite author i
always love kristin higgins her characters are amazing
her humor never fails to make me chuckle although books
on the comedies of the silent era abound few have
attempted to survey film comedy as a whole its history
and evolution how the philosophical visions of its
greatest artists and directors have shaped its
traditions and how these visions have informed both the
meaning and manner of their work blending information
with interpretation description with analysis mast
traces the development of screen comedy from the first
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crude efforts of edison and lumière to the subtlety and
psychological complexity of annie hall as he guides the
reader through detailed discussions of specific films
mast reveals the structures the values and the
cinematic techniques which have appeared and reappeared
in comic cinema the second edition of the comic mind
treats the comic developments of the 1970s in terms of
the traditions of film comedy set forth in the first
edition including a discussion of the evolution of
jacques tati and the emergence of mel brooks and woody
allen as the two greatest american comic stylists of
the seventies the most comprehensive study of film
comedy yet written in english the book s extensive
index with references to companies from which 16mm
prints of many of the cited films may be rented will be
of great value to the film teacher and audiovisual
librarian choice when evie von rathe discovers that the
ghosts in blight harbor are disappearing she teams up
with a young ghost named lark and ventures into the
dark sun side where she unravels a personal mystery and
battles with shadow creatures to reach the nighthouse
and release the trapped souls the 1991 edition includes
some 150 new reviews bringing a total of close to 1000
exclusive interviews with such stars and directors as
spike lee john waters tracey ullman woody allen matt
dillon and morgan freeman the gateway tells the history
of a summer house in the mountains it is infested with
demons that were granted access into the house by the
suicidal fall of its original owner the hawthorne
family which buys the house from the former owner s
estate has to learn how to live with the demons has to
learn their rules and never break them under pain of
revenge that is worse than death at turns haunting and
breathtaking cicadas sing of summer graves explores
legacies of love family and the ghostly imprint grief
leaves behind as three women face the past to bring
light to an old southern town lost deep beneath the
surface years ago yellow fever gripped the small
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lakeside town of prosper arkansas at the height of that
summer swelter in the wake of an unexpected storm the
dam failed and the valley flooded drowning the town and
everyone trapped inside the secrets of old prosper
drowned with them now decades later when a mysterious
locked box is pulled from the depths of the lake three
descendants of that long ago tragedy are hurled into
another feverish summer cassie the reclusive sole
witness to an impossible horror no one believes lark a
wide eyed dreamer haunted by bizarre visions june
caught between longing for a fresh start and bearing
witness to the ghosts of the past bound together all
three must contend with their home s complex history
and with the ruins of the town lost far beneath the
troubled water a liquid southern gothic that laps
against the land of the living until old secrets that
can t be washed away are revealed seductive haunting
and beautiful willa reece author of wildwood magic the
ultimate guide to dvd by the world s leadding authority
on the medium the complete cursed hearts duology in one
collection full of nostalgia romance and paranormal
fantasy this box set includes lyrics curses and music
mirrors perfect for fans of stranger things and pretty
in pink their love for music sparked a curse lark
espinoza could get lost in her music and she s not so
sure anyone in her family would even care to find her
her trendy party loving twin sister and her mother come
lately beth who s suddenly sworn off men and onto
homemaking don t understand her love of cassette tapes
her loathing of the pop scene or her standoffish
personality for outcast lark nothing feels as much like
a real home as working at bubble s oddities store and
trying to attract the attention of the cute guy who
works at the vinyl shop next door the same one she
traded lyrical notes with in class auden ellis silences
the incessant questions in his own head with a steady
stream of beats despite the unconditional love of his
aunt turned mother he can t quit thinking about the
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loss of his parents or the possibility he might end up
afflicted with his father s issues despite his
connection with lyric loving lark auden keeps her at
arm s length because letting her in might mean giving
her a peek into something dangerous when two strangers
arrive in town one carrying a mysterious dark object
and the other playing an eerie flute tune lark and
auden find that their painful pasts have enmeshed them
in a cursed future now they must come to terms with
their budding attraction while helping each other
challenge the reflection they see in the mirror if they
fail they ll be trapped for eternity in a place beyond
reality keywords paranormal romance music romance
mystery fantasy portal fantasy mirror fantasy books
like stranger things stranger things eighties setting
nostalgic books speculative fiction nostalgia coming of
age friendships urban fantasy friends to lovers
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The Round House 2013-02-07
winner of the us national book award 2012 a powerful
novel new york times an extraordinary engrossing novel
which should live long in the memory independent on
sunday one sunday in the spring of 1988 a woman living
on a reservation in north dakota is attacked the
details of the crime are slow to surface because
geraldine coutts is traumatized and reluctant to relive
or reveal what happened either to the police or to her
husband and thirteen year old son joe as geraldine
slips into an abyss of solitude young joe finds himself
thrust prematurely into an adult world for which he is
ill prepared while his father a tribal judge endeavors
to wrest justice from a situation that defies his
efforts joe becomes frustrated with the official
investigation and sets out with his trusted friends
cappy zack and angus to find some answers of his own
the round house is a page turning masterpiece at once a
powerful coming of age story a mystery and a tender
novel of family history and culture by one of the most
revered novelists of our time

Goodbye, Lark Lovejoy 2021-04-06
for readers of katherine center and kristan higgins an
immersive soul nourishing novel that dares to hold onto
hope when happily ever after seems lost full of
character wit and wisdom goodbye lark lovejoy explores
second chances and the power of connection lark s lost
her husband and the expiration date has come and gone
on her fake it till you make it happy mommy show
healing her broken family requires drastic measures
like returning to her hometown in the texas hill
country but she s going to need more than clean air and
a pastoral landscape to rebuild a life for her and her
young sons after years of putting off her dream of
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becoming a winemaker lark puts every cent into a
failing vineyard determined to work through her grief
and make a brighter future for her children the last
thing she expects is to fall in love again especially
not with wyatt gifford an injured army vet with a past
of his own to conquer coming home may not be the reset
lark imagined but it does take her on a journey filled
with humor and reconciliation one that prepares her for
a courageous comeback

Home Movies 1959
reviews originally appeared in the chicago sun times

Roger Ebert's Movie Yearbook 2011
2010-12-14
the only film critic to win the pulitzer prize roger
ebert collects his reviews from the last 30 months in
roger ebert s movie yearbook 2012 forbes magazine
described ebert as the most powerful pundit in america
in january 2011 he and his wife chaz launched ebert
presents at the movies a weekly public television
program in the tradition that he and gene siskel began
35 years earlier since 1986 each edition of roger ebert
s movie yearbook has presented full length movie
reviews with interviews essays tributes journal entries
and questions for the movie answer man and new entries
in his popular movie glossary inside roger ebert s
movie yearbook 2012 readers can expect to find every
movie review ebert has written from january 2009 to
july 2011 including the social network waiting for
superman inception the king s speech my dog tulip the
human centipede and more also included in the yearbook
are in depth interviews with newsmakers and celebrities
such as john waters and justin timberlake memorial
tributes to those in the film industry who have passed
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away such as blake edwards tony curtis and arthur penn
essays on the oscars and reports from the cannes and
toronto film festivals

Roger Ebert's Movie Yearbook 2012
2011-12-06
split screen nation traces an oppositional dynamic
between the screen west and the screen south that was
unstable and dramatically shifting in the decades after
wwii and has marked popular ways of imagining the u s
ever since if this dynamic became vivid in quentin
tarantino s django unchained 2012 itself arguably a
belated response to easy rider 1969 this book helps us
understand those films and much more through an
eclectic history of u s screen media from the postwar
era it deftly analyzes not only hollywood films and
television but also educational and corporate films
amateur films aka home movies and military and civil
defense films featuring tests of the atomic bomb in the
desert attentive to sometimes profoundly different
contexts of production and consumption shaping its
varied examples split screen nation argues that in the
face of the cold war and the civil rights struggle an
implicit sometimes explicit opposition between the
screen west and the screen south nonetheless mediated
the nation s most paradoxical narratives namely land of
the free land of slavery conquest and segregation
whereas confronting such contradictions head on could
capsize cohesive conceptions of the u s by now familiar
screen forms of the west and the south split them apart
to offer convenient discrete and consequential
imaginary places upon which to collectively project
avowed aspirations and dump troubling forms of national
waste pinpointing some of the most severe yet
understudied postwar trends fueling this dynamic
including non theatrical film road trips feature films
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adapted from tennessee williams and atomic test films
and mining their potential for more complex ways of
thinking and feeling the nation split screen nation
considers how the vernacular screen forms at issue have
helped shape how we imagine not only america s past but
also the limits and possibilities of its present and
future

Split Screen Nation 2017-02-01
three fantastic books of classic films are brought
together in an exclusive ebook bind up mary poppins
harriet the spy and bugsy malone

3-book Movie Collection: Mary
Poppins; Harriet the Spy; Bugsy
Malone (Collins Modern Classics)
2017-03-09
descriptiontime whiled is the scathingly funny story of
lark mcdougall an impoverished obsessive compulsive ne
er do well struggling with a crumbling psyche and
soulless jobs while he scrapes together money to go
home to his ailing father with dazzling fractured prose
author guy j jackson has created a charming anti hero
worthy of the holden caulfield pantheon and a literary
novel both brutal in its comedy and life affirming in
its humanity about the authorguy j jackson was born in
california and grew up in alaska eleven of his plays
were produced in chicago and two of his plays hello
goodbye hansel gretel and rumpelstiltskin revisited
have seen publication guy writes and performs short
stories and has released several spoken word cds
recently guy has taken to filmmaking and one of his
short movies my surprise cousin catherine was at the
south by southwest film festival time whiled is his
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first novel he currently lives in london

Time Whiled 2011-06-01
herbert peppard the eternal man tells the true story of
a 94 year old world war two veteran who was a member of
the first special service force which is also known as
the devil s brigade peppard grew up during the great
depression in truro nova scotia unable to afford books
for school he dropped out at age 16 to work at the
lumberyard but with hitler and the nazis terrorizing
europe he felt the call to join the army critical
moments of battle are interwoven with letters written
by peppard to his family and to greta the woman he
vowed to return to and marry many letters were written
from his hospital bed in naples where he spent six
months recovering after being shot the story follows
peppard after the war when he returned home to nova
scotia today peppard is living in the very home where
he was born he writes columns in the local paper walks
a mile every day and continues to inspire others

Herbert Peppard: The Eternal Man
2015-05-25
lewis burke frumkes one of america s very best
satirists sharpens his pen on the fads fears and
fashions of the urban landscape here are 49 hilarious
ways to cope with them explore the benefits of aerobic
typing wile a friend with exotic gifts from harry and
larry including road imperial valium america s favorite
tranquilizer only better take charge of your next
meeting with frumkes s new rules of order which include
blurting interrupting and bullwhipping jump in the
saddle and rope a roach apartment style and of course
raise your i q with a delicious gifted child fricassee
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How to Raise Your I.Q. by Eating
Gifted Children 2000-07-24
introduction the way hollywood told it the frenzy of
five fat years interlude spring 1940 lessons from our
town

Reinventing Hollywood 2017-10-02
at twenty five orson welles 1915 1985 directed co wrote
and starred in citizen kane widely considered the best
film ever made but welles was such a revolutionary
filmmaker that he found himself at odds with the
hollywood studio system his work was so far ahead of
its time that he never regained the wide popular
following he had once enjoyed as a young actor director
on the radio frustrated by hollywood and falling victim
to the postwar blacklist welles departed for a long
european exile but he kept making films functioning
with the creative freedom of an independent filmmaker
before that term became common and eventually
preserving his independence by funding virtually all
his own projects because he worked defiantly outside
the system welles has often been maligned as an errant
genius who squandered his early promise film critic
joseph mcbride who acted in welles s legendary
unfinished film the other side of the wind
provocatively challenges conventional wisdom about
welles s supposed creative decline mcbride is the first
author to provide a comprehensive examination of the
films of welles s artistically rich yet little known
later period during the 1970s and 80s welles was
breaking new aesthetic ground experimenting as
adventurously as he had throughout his career mcbride s
friendship and collaboration with welles and his
interviews with those who knew and worked with the
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director make what ever happened to orson welles a
portrait of rare intimacy and insight reassessing
welles s final period in the context of his entire life
and work mcbride s revealing portrait of this great
film artist will change the terms of how orson welles
is regarded

What Ever Happened to Orson Welles?
2014-04-23
notes from the dream house is a best of selection of
reviews by the celebrated observer film critic philip
french spanning half the history of cinema his reviews
cover a great variety of films from westerns and
gangsters to art movies and musicals the hits and the
misses the good the bad and the ugly french takes on
films as disparate as the gospel according to st
matthew and ted the remains of the day and caligula his
reviews are personal witty and sharply perceptive time
and again he reveals not only an encyclopaedic
knowledge of cinema but also an erudition an enthusiasm
and a boundless curiosity taken together they form an
illuminating commen tary on modern culture but above
all they are a distillation of one man s lifelong love
of cinema a worthy memorial to one of the most
respected and beloved of modern critics

Notes from the Dream House 2018-10-25
i am a 31 y o mother of 11 children and 10
grandchildren in which i love all very much i do live
in a small town in michigan i have been a writer for 18
years and i am really looking forward to having more
come out soon you can contact me through my publisher
if you would like your book signed or to comment on
what you have read and they will make sure that i
receive your requests note to publisher please put
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contact info here for them to get ahold of you then you
can contact me letting me know their requests

Home Movies 1987
digital video cameras have become more affordable and
reliable than ever and with the help of former
television producer editor and cameraman colin barret
new owners of this hot technology can produce a
memorable video right at home barret offers the fruits
of his expertise in a thorough practical introduction
that covers it all in addition to advice on choosing a
camcorder and tips on getting the most out of its
features illustrated tutorials explain how to shoot
creatively and master techniques such as point of view
close ups cutaway shots and effective lighting spice up
the sound by incorporating audio tracks and find out
how to create special effects there s even a detailed
description of how to set up a fully functional home
editing suite

Brief Encounters 2008
over half a million copies sold in the shadow demons
saga begin this epic journey against the darkness with
three free books grab book 4 shadow demons for just 0
99 dark secrets hide within beautiful demons harper
madison isn t like other girls she has extraordinary
powers but her inability to control them has gotten her
kicked from so many foster homes she s lost count
shadowford home for girls is her last chance and she
hopes peachville high will be the fresh start she needs
but when evidence ties her to the gruesome murder of a
demons cheerleader harper discovers this small town has
a big secret inner demons harper madison is willing to
do whatever it takes to get answers about the
disappearance of her mother and about her own strange
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powers even if it means joining the demons cheerleading
squad a secret training ground for witches the training
opens up a new world for harper it s a world of beauty
and magic beyond her wildest dreams but it s also a
world of sinister expectations a world where every
secret hides an even darker secret bitter demons so far
life in peachville has been tough for harper she s
survived attacks on her life learned how to control her
magic and met the most gorgeous guy with an
unbelievable secret after her latest stunt at brighton
hospital life has gotten even more complicated the
order of shadows is determined to tighten their control
on her life when a future prima from a nearby demon
gate comes to town she and harper decide to use
glamours to switch places at a party all harper wants
is to have a little fun but the night will end in blood
and harper will find out the attack was meant for her
continue the shadow demons saga book 4 shadow demons
book 5 rival demons book 6 demons forever book 7
emerald darkness book 8 forgotten darkness book 9
beyond the darkness and don t miss the bonus novel a
demon s wrath this series was previously titled the
peachville high demons series tags free box set free
books free paranormal books free young adult paranormal
books free witches free series free book supernatural
mystery freebie free magic books keywords witches young
adult demons paranormal urban fantasy magic ya series

Digitalvideo for Beginners 2005
in 1970s italy after the decline of the spaghetti
western crime films became the most popular profitable
and controversial genre in a country plagued with
violence political tensions and armed struggle these
films managed to capture the anxiety and anger of the
times in their tales of tough cops ruthless criminals
and urban paranoia recent years have seen renewed
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critical interest in the genre thanks in part to such
illustrious fans as quentin tarantino this book
examines all of the 220 crime films produced in italy
between 1968 and 1980 the period when the genre first
appeared and grew to its peak entries include a
complete cast and crew list home video releases a plot
summary and the author s own analysis excerpts from a
variety of sources are included academic texts
contemporary reviews and interviews with filmmakers
scriptwriters and actors there are many onset stills
and film posters

Beautiful Demons Box Set: Books 1-3
2013-10-21
how far will a mother go to save her child ten years
ago ruby leander was a drifting nineteen year old who
made a split second decision at an oklahoma rest stop
fast forward nine years ruby and her daughter lark live
in new mexico lark is a precocious animal loving imp
and ruby has built a family for them with a wonderful
community of friends and her boyfriend of three years
life is good until the day ruby reads a magazine
article about parents searching for an infant kidnapped
by car jackers then ruby faces a choice no mother
should have to make a choice that will change both her
and lark s lives forever

Italian Crime Filmography, 1968-1980
2013-11-05
gerald linderman has created a seamless and highly
original social history authoritatively recapturing the
full experience of combat in world war ii drawing on
letters and diaries memoirs and surveys linderman
explores how ordinary frontline american soldiers
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prepared for battle related to one another conceived of
the enemy thought of home and reacted to battle itself
he argues that the grim logic of protracted combat
threatened soldiers not only with the loss of limbs and
lives but with growing isolation from country and
commanders and ultimately with psychological
disintegration

Mothers and Other Liars 2010-08-03
the most trusted film critic in america usa today roger
ebert actually likes movies it s a refreshing trait in
a critic and not as prevalent as you d expect mick
lasalle san francisco chronicle america s favorite
movie critic assesses the year s films from brokeback
mountain to wallace and gromit the curse of the were
rabbit roger ebert s movie yearbook 2007 is perfect for
film aficionados the world over roger ebert s movie
yearbook 2007 includes every review by ebert written in
the 30 months from january 2004 through june 2006 about
650 in all also included in the yearbook which is about
65 percent new every year are interviews with
newsmakers such as philip seymour hoffman terrence
howard stephen spielberg ang lee and heath ledger
nicolas cage and more all the new questions and answers
from his questions for the movie answer man columns
daily film festival coverage from cannes toronto
sundance and telluride essays on film issues and
tributes to actors and directors who died during the
year

The World within War 2013-10-16
this is a true to life story of a rebellious young girl
who fell in love with a handsome young man became
pregnant and married at age 16 and who wanted only to
make a happy life in her own home sweet home with her
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husband and children her life turns upside down when
her husband becomes seriously abusive to her and her
four children and she finds herself a victim of not
only him but of her own willfulness not to be proven
wrong and her willingness to sacrifice even physical
safety for the dream of a happy home the pain causes
her to seek salvation through god and her savior jesus
christ she also finds the meaning of a mysterious
prophetic dream she had when in the midst of her
turmoil the fact that she eventually realizes her dream
of a home sweet home after many years of pain and
sorrow is living testimony to the power of god in human
life and the lessons of yielding to a higher power

Roger Ebert's Movie Yearbook 2007
2006-11
share laughter shed a tear or two and enjoy the full
range of love adventure drama and emotion packed into
this choice selection of stories by tom lewis the
author of my king the president and the pea island gold
trilogy

MY HOME SWEET HOME 2013-07-29
first published in 1994 the modern monologue is a
continuation of the previous collection the classical
monologue this starts at the dawn of the modern age in
1892 presenting a survey of indispensable speeches from
plays that continue to shape the course of modern
theatre the plays included in this collection also
happen to be the ones that have helped to define modern
acting in all its many guises modern playwrights such
as brecht genet beckett ionesco pinter shepard guare
nichols and churchill to name only a handful of the
dramatists represented here assume that a play and its
characters are malleable and shifting that mood swings
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strangeness and sudden eruptions are key components of
modern theatre s compelling attraction

Short Tales and Tall 2010-11-19
central to the guerilla film makers movie blueprint are
flow charts crystal clear diagrams detailing every
single thing no matter how small that needs to be done
to make your film this visual approach to the
filmmaking process ensures that new and established
filmmakers get an instant overview of each and every
discipline backing up the diagrams are copious notes
humorous in tone yet broad and deep in content wherever
possible the text is broken apart into box outs hot
tips and sub diagrams this book is entertaining
irreverent and never less than painfully practical the
guerilla film makers movie blueprint will have its own
dedicated website where readers can download the tools
forms software and artwork detailed in the book jones s
latest endeavor is packed with over a decade s worth of
experience know how and insider tips a must read for
every budding filmmaker

The Modern Monologue 1993-12-06
this smartly written stunning the boston globe portrait
of lady bird as the essential strategist fundraiser
barnstormer and ballast for her husband lyndon offers a
penetrating analysis of a marriage that paired two
complicated but devoted figures a coupling that changed
the face of america richmond times dispatch marriage is
the most underreported story in political life yet it
is often the key to its success historian betty boyd
caroli spent seven years exploring the archives of the
lbj library interviewing dozens of people and mining
never before released letters between lady bird and
lyndon the result redefines the first lady as an iron
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fist in a white glove vanity fair and helps explain how
the talented but flawed lyndon baines johnson ended up
making history lady bird grew up the daughter of a
domineering father and a cultured but fragile mother
when a tall pushy texan named lyndon showed up in her
life they married within weeks with a tacit agreement
this highly gifted politician would take her away and
she would save him from his weaknesses the conventional
story goes that lyndon married lady bird for her money
and demeaned her by flaunting his many affairs and that
her legacy was protecting the nation s wildflowers but
caroli shows that she was also the one who swooped in
to make the key call to a donor to keep the team united
to campaign in hostile territory and to jump start
lyndon out of his paralyzing dark moods in lady bird
and lyndon caroli restores lady bird to her rightful
place in history but she also tells a love story whose
compromises and edifying moments many women will
recognize

Guerilla Film Makers Movie Blueprint
2003-06-20
diva thrilling and irreverent memoir about the
transformation of the advertising business from the
1980s to today divdiv divdivrichard kirshenbaum was
born to sell raised in a family of long island strivers
this future advertising titan was just a few years old
when his grandfather first taught him that a cadillac
is more than a car and that if you can t have a
trinitron you might as well not watch tv he had no
connections when he came to madison avenue but he
possessed an outrageous sense of humor that would make
him a millionaire divdiv divdivin 1987 at the age of
twenty six richard put his savings on the line to
launch his own agency with partner jonathan bond and
within a year had transformed it from a no name firm
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into the go to house for cutting edge work kirshenbaum
and bond pioneered guerilla marketing by purchasing ad
space on fruit spray painting slogans on the sidewalk
and hiring actors to order the hennessy martini in
nightclubs they were the bad boys of madison avenue a
firm where a skateboarding employee once bowled over an
important client but backed up their madness with
results divdiv divdivpacked with business insight
marketing wisdom and a cast of characters ranging from
princess diana to ed mcmahon this memoir is as bold as
breathtaking and as delightful as richard himself div

Lady Bird and Lyndon 2015-10-27
in the 1940s folks at bars and restaurants would gather
around a panoram movie machine to watch three minute
films called soundies precursors to today s music
videos this history was all but forgotten until the
digital era brought soundies to phones and computer
screens including a youtube clip starring a 102 year
old harlem dancer watching her younger self perform in
soundies in soundies and the changing image of black
americans on screen one dime at a time susan delson
takes a deeper look at these fascinating films by
focusing on the role of black performers in this little
known genre she highlights the women performers like
dorothy dandridge who helped shape soundies while
offering an intimate look at icons of the age such as
duke ellington and nat king cole using previously
unknown archival materials including letters corporate
memos and courtroom testimony to trace the precarious
path of soundies delson presents an incisive pop
culture snapshot of race relations during and just
after world war ii perfect for readers interested in
film american history the world war ii era and black
entertainment history soundies and the changing image
of black americans on screen and its companion video
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website susandelson com bring the important
contributions of these black artists into the spotlight
once again

Madboy 2011-09-20
roger ebert s movie yearbook 2010 is the ultimate
source for movies movie reviews and much more for
nearly 25 years roger ebert s annual collection has
been recognized as the preeminent source for full
length critical movie reviews and his 2010 yearbook
does not disappoint the yearbook includes every review
ebert has written from january 2007 to july 2009 it
also includes interviews essays tributes and all new
questions and answers from his questions for the movie
answer man columns fans get a bonus feature too with
new entries to ebert s little movie glossary this is
the must have go to guide for movie fanatics

Film Making 1977
beginning with charlie chaplin s shoulder arms released
in america near the end of world war i the military
comedy film has been one of hollywood s most durable
genres this generously illustrated history examines
over 225 army navy and marine related comedies produced
between 1918 and 2009 including the abundance of
laughspinners released during world war ii in the wake
of abbott and costello s phenomenally successful buck
privates 1941 and the many lighthearted service films
of the immediate postwar era among them mister roberts
1955 and no time for sergeants 1958 also included are
discussions of such subgenres as silent films the
general military academy farces brother rat women in
uniform private benjamin misfits making good stripes
anti war comedies mash and fact based films the men who
stare at goats a closing filmography is included in
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this richly detailed volume

Soundies and the Changing Image of
Black Americans on Screen 2021-12-07
from the author of tiktok sensation pack up the moon
comes a funny romantic and deeply moving novel about
the unexpected rewards that come from life s swerves
lark smith is planning a fairytale wedding to her high
school sweetheart when in the blink of an eye
everything she s dreamed of is suddenly gone that day
lark decided the best way to deal with loss was to
prevent others from ever having to five years later
that goal of becoming a doctor the best doctor is just
within reach when without warning she s fired now
getting back on track means making a deal with the
devil well not exactly even if they do call renowned
surgeon lorenzo santini dr satan behind his back he ll
use his influence to get her back in the program but
first lark has to pose as his significant other all
summer his sister is getting married and he doesn t
want his 99 year old grandmother spending her precious
time worrying over his single state what lark doesn t
realize is she s already met lorenzo s brother dante
the firefighter who was there on lark s worst day the
brothers couldn t be more different which is becoming a
problem because the last thing lark wants is to fall in
love again while spinning white lies during one
unforgettable cape cod summer lark is exposed to the
truth when life throws you in the dark love friends and
family are there to help you look on the bright side
readers have fallen in love with kristan higgins
kristan higgins just gets better and better kristan
higgins had a wonderful way with words she is a great
storyteller higgins has become a favorite author i
always love kristin higgins her characters are amazing
her humor never fails to make me chuckle
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Roger Ebert's Movie Yearbook 2010
2009-11-09
although books on the comedies of the silent era abound
few have attempted to survey film comedy as a whole its
history and evolution how the philosophical visions of
its greatest artists and directors have shaped its
traditions and how these visions have informed both the
meaning and manner of their work blending information
with interpretation description with analysis mast
traces the development of screen comedy from the first
crude efforts of edison and lumière to the subtlety and
psychological complexity of annie hall as he guides the
reader through detailed discussions of specific films
mast reveals the structures the values and the
cinematic techniques which have appeared and reappeared
in comic cinema the second edition of the comic mind
treats the comic developments of the 1970s in terms of
the traditions of film comedy set forth in the first
edition including a discussion of the evolution of
jacques tati and the emergence of mel brooks and woody
allen as the two greatest american comic stylists of
the seventies the most comprehensive study of film
comedy yet written in english the book s extensive
index with references to companies from which 16mm
prints of many of the cited films may be rented will be
of great value to the film teacher and audiovisual
librarian choice

Military Comedy Films 2012-08-21
when evie von rathe discovers that the ghosts in blight
harbor are disappearing she teams up with a young ghost
named lark and ventures into the dark sun side where
she unravels a personal mystery and battles with shadow
creatures to reach the nighthouse and release the
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trapped souls

Catalogue of Copyright Entries ...
1941
the 1991 edition includes some 150 new reviews bringing
a total of close to 1000 exclusive interviews with such
stars and directors as spike lee john waters tracey
ullman woody allen matt dillon and morgan freeman

Look On the Bright Side 2024-05-30
the gateway tells the history of a summer house in the
mountains it is infested with demons that were granted
access into the house by the suicidal fall of its
original owner the hawthorne family which buys the
house from the former owner s estate has to learn how
to live with the demons has to learn their rules and
never break them under pain of revenge that is worse
than death

The Comic Mind 1979-09-15
at turns haunting and breathtaking cicadas sing of
summer graves explores legacies of love family and the
ghostly imprint grief leaves behind as three women face
the past to bring light to an old southern town lost
deep beneath the surface years ago yellow fever gripped
the small lakeside town of prosper arkansas at the
height of that summer swelter in the wake of an
unexpected storm the dam failed and the valley flooded
drowning the town and everyone trapped inside the
secrets of old prosper drowned with them now decades
later when a mysterious locked box is pulled from the
depths of the lake three descendants of that long ago
tragedy are hurled into another feverish summer cassie
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the reclusive sole witness to an impossible horror no
one believes lark a wide eyed dreamer haunted by
bizarre visions june caught between longing for a fresh
start and bearing witness to the ghosts of the past
bound together all three must contend with their home s
complex history and with the ruins of the town lost far
beneath the troubled water a liquid southern gothic
that laps against the land of the living until old
secrets that can t be washed away are revealed
seductive haunting and beautiful willa reece author of
wildwood magic
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the ultimate guide to dvd by the world s leadding
authority on the medium
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the complete cursed hearts duology in one collection
full of nostalgia romance and paranormal fantasy this
box set includes lyrics curses and music mirrors
perfect for fans of stranger things and pretty in pink
their love for music sparked a curse lark espinoza
could get lost in her music and she s not so sure
anyone in her family would even care to find her her
trendy party loving twin sister and her mother come
lately beth who s suddenly sworn off men and onto
homemaking don t understand her love of cassette tapes
her loathing of the pop scene or her standoffish
personality for outcast lark nothing feels as much like
a real home as working at bubble s oddities store and
trying to attract the attention of the cute guy who
works at the vinyl shop next door the same one she
traded lyrical notes with in class auden ellis silences
the incessant questions in his own head with a steady
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stream of beats despite the unconditional love of his
aunt turned mother he can t quit thinking about the
loss of his parents or the possibility he might end up
afflicted with his father s issues despite his
connection with lyric loving lark auden keeps her at
arm s length because letting her in might mean giving
her a peek into something dangerous when two strangers
arrive in town one carrying a mysterious dark object
and the other playing an eerie flute tune lark and
auden find that their painful pasts have enmeshed them
in a cursed future now they must come to terms with
their budding attraction while helping each other
challenge the reflection they see in the mirror if they
fail they ll be trapped for eternity in a place beyond
reality keywords paranormal romance music romance
mystery fantasy portal fantasy mirror fantasy books
like stranger things stranger things eighties setting
nostalgic books speculative fiction nostalgia coming of
age friendships urban fantasy friends to lovers
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